ABSTRACT: This instruction is for field application of a sash limiter on an Integrity or Infinity Awning unit only.

NOTE: Numbers listed in parentheses () are metric equivalents in millimeters rounded to the nearest whole number.

Prepare Unit for Sash Limiter Installation

1. Open the sash to approximately 4" (102).

2. Disconnect roto-gear arm from stud bracket by pressing roto-gear stud downward from stud bracket, as shown in figure 1.

**Figure 1**

NOTE: To avoid damage to unit and/or personal injury, sash must be supported at all times.

Sash Limiter Installation

1. Close the roto-gear hardware to between 2"-3" (51-72) to install sash limiter.

2. Install the sash limiter over the exposed roto-gear stud with the hook feature facing down. See figure 2.

**Figure 2**

3. Reconnect roto-gear arm to sash stud bracket by pressing stud upwards through stud bracket. See figure 3.

**Figure 3**